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CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
Mossberg Celebrates Centennial with Launch of
MC1scTM Handgun at SHOT Show 2019
by Dennis Sandoz

Mossberg Exhibit Booth on the 2nd floor of the Sands Expo Center

Mossberg presented their 2019 line-up of products during the 41st SHOT Show, held January 22-25, 2019, at the Sands
Expo Center in Las Vegas, Nevada. Their exhibit booth included 89 firearms that were arranged in display racks by
type and conveniently available for attendees to touch and feel. Included were 44 shotguns and 30 rifles, as well as 15
pistols on a table-top display.
The star of Mossberg’s SHOT Show booth was the new MC1scTM 9mm subcompact pistol, introduced in recognition of
Mossberg’s 100 years in the firearms business. The very first firearm manufactured by Mossberg was the Mossberg
Brownie pistol. Their new MC1scTM incorporates all Mossberg has learned during the past 100 years of manufacturing
firearms, and interestingly, is only the second pistol Mossberg has ever manufactured. As Mossberg reflects back on its
100 years of history of providing firearms for everyday working people, it has much to be proud of. It is still a familyowned business and is now the 6th largest U.S. firearms manufacturer.
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This year’s SHOT Show was one of the largest ever, attended by over 58,000 members of the shooting sports industry. The
exhibit area hosted 2400 exhibitors spread out over three floors that occupied over 692,000 square feet. The exhibit floor
space, if placed on one floor, would equal approximately 10.9 football fields. Think about the immensity of this venue: A
12.5 mile hike would be required to walk all the exhibit floor aisles and with the exhibit open for four days, only 52 seconds would be available to visit each exhibitor! During the 2019 SHOT Show, 15,000 firearms on the floor of the show
were inspected and tagged by the SHOT Show Safety Advisor team.

Front of the Mossberg Exhibit

Oscar Frederick Mossberg and his two sons,
Harold and Iver, founded the company in
1919 with the introduction of the Brownie, a
reliable and low cost 4 barrel pocket pistol
in .22 long rifle. The Brownie was the first of
many firearms manufactured by O.F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc. The company is now celebrating its Centennial Year with the launch of
the MC1scTM 9mm pistol, their first new pistol since the Brownie.

At right: Mossberg .22 LR Brownie Pistol,
introduced in 1919 and in production until
1932, with a total production of 37,000.
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The new product emphasis at the Mossberg booth at the SHOT Show was the MC1sc TM pistol.

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION

The MC1scTM is a full-featured subcompact pistol with overall length of
6.25”, recoil managing weight of 19 ounces with empty magazine, and a
barrel length of 3.4 inches. Other features include two single-stack magazines: a flush 6-round and an extended 7-round, and a glass-reinforced
polymer frame. The suggested retail price is $421.00 for the two standard
models. Innovative features include Mossberg’s Clear-CountTM singlestack magazines, constructed of a transparent, lubricious polymer that provides a quick glance assessment of the number and type of rounds loaded.
The MC1scTM has the revolutionary, patent-pending Mossberg STS TM
(Safe Takedown System) that eliminates the need to pull the trigger to dissemble for routine cleaning or maintenance. Another innovative design
feature is the aggressive, patent-pending, Mossberg signature grip texturing, added palm swell and grip angle for a confident firm grip.
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Standard features include a stainless steel slide with a DLC (Diamond Like Coating) finish with aggressive, multiangle serrations for ease of slide manipulation. The slide is topped with dovetailed-mounted, low profile white 3dot sights. The durable frame is constructed of a glass-reinforced polymer that provides high impact and chemical
resistance with high tensile strength and stiffness. The stainless barrel also features a DLC coating and a 1-in-16
twist rate. The trigger has a flat profile and integrated blade safety with short tactile reset, reduced over travel and
a 5-6 pound pull weight.
The MC1scTM is available in five initial 9mm offerings: the standard MC1sc with an optional cross-bolt safety
version; two standard offerings with a choice of sighting systems: TRUGLO Tritium Pro Night Sights or a Viridian E Series Red Laser; and the Centennial Limited Edition with a production run limited to 1,000 commemorative
models.
D.S.

Fifteen Mossberg MC1TM pistols were available in the Mossberg exhibit booth for attendees to handle
and dry fire.

Industry Day at the Range, January 21, 2019
Media reps line up to shoot the new Mossberg MC1scTM 9 mm
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Mossberg’s MC1sc Gets Rave Reviews from Industry
by Victor and Cheryl Havlin
Confident that their new MC1sc—which stands for Mossberg Carry 1 Sub Compact—was a winner, Mossberg invited a group of industry professional gun writers to a multi-day shoot at Gunsite Academy in Arizona to field test the
new pistol. Homage to Frank Sinatra not withstanding, it has been said that if you can “make it there, you’ll make it
anywhere.” Amidst the sand, dust and heat, an army of combat instructors and marksman determined to leave no
stone unturned in terms of function, form and fitness for duty. The articles which came out of that event and post
event evals showed that Mossberg’s new 9 mm could withstand their torture test and leave the experts impressed.

Jan-Feb 2019
Intro Spread: Concealed Carry Magazine “Editors Choice” 100th Birthday Bash by Ed Combs

It’s no secret that the concealed carry market has been one of the most dominant market niches in the firearms
industry for the last two decades and despite multiple offerings from proven and popular handgun makers such as
Smith & Wesson, Glock, Springfield and others, trends indicate that the market is far from saturated. Mossberg
has never shied away from competition, else the iconic Model 500 would never have been produced , as Ithaca,
Remington and Winchester pumps had a good anchor on the marketplace back in 1961 when the first 500 came
off the line. So it goes for the concealed carry handgun market.
Mossberg’s Director of Media Relations, Linda Powell, adds that “We believe Mossberg’s MC1sc offers a great
looking, affordable and reliable concealed carry pistol with all the bells and whistles that the shooting public said
they were looking for .”
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As of this writing, we have not had a chance to get our hands on one of the new 9s, so we’ll let those who have tell
you about it. Below are excerpts from industry magazines, as well as a list of online reviews. The MC1sc™ is in
full distribution, but demand has been overwhelming, so see your local dealer to get in the queue for one of your
choice. In celebration of Mossberg’s anniversary, a MC1sc Centennial Limited Edition will be available, limited to a
run of 1000 units with sequential serial numbering. Features include 24 karat gold accents engraved on the slide; Titanium Nitride-finished barrel and metal small parts; and special serial number. These are planned for distribution
through normal channels as well as the other four variants.
American Rifleman April 2019 Reliability Refined Mossberg’s MC1sc
by Joe Kurtenbach
“Mossberg’s newest product, the MC1sc—for Mossberg Carry1 Subcompact—
retains the reliability for which the company is known, but provides an evolved experience compared to classic offerings...the MC1sc stands as a testament to Mossberg’s heritage of performance and value….they’ve managed to put the rest of the
market on notice.”

April 2019

“Mossberg’s MC1sc stands out thanks to...its ergonomic and well-textured grip
frame; a fine, 5-lb., flat-faced trigger; its dehorned slide with forward cocking serrations, and dovetailed, steel, three-dot sights…..The sights are secured...in the
same pattern as many SIG pistols, so compatible aftermarket options are plentiful
and readily available….[And] the MC1sc functions flawlessly with factory Glock 43
magazines and will fit most G43 holsters.

Concealed Carry Magazine “Editors Choice” February/March 2019
100th Birthday Bash Mossberg’s MC1sc by Ed Coombs
“[Mossberg’s] a company that’s always focused on innovation and economy and, as
such, it stands to reason that any firearm Mossberg would release would be both
practical and affordable — without sacrificing quality or reliability.”
“Mossberg “STS” (or “Safe Takedown System”), entirely eliminates the un-easy
feeling many gun owners get as they press the trigger on other designs for a fieldstripping.”
“[Magazines] are clear polymer and as strong as any other clear polymer mags I’ve
used, meaning there was not a single complaint of misfeeding or breaking throughout the intense, 8,000-round test period.”
“15 other shooters and I sent a total of more than 8,000 rounds through 16 pistols
with no malfunctions of the firearms themselves….Over four days, Mossberg
proved to us that its new concealed-carry-oriented pistol is as top-notch as its shotguns.”
“In Mossberg’s case, a century of innovation and gunmaking knowledge came together to forge a heck of a carry pistol….It’s pretty much got it all, and if polymerframe single-stacks are your idea of a good time, I would encourage you to look
into an MC1sc.”
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Guns & Ammo April 2019 Unexpected by Chris Cerino
“Assuming the magazines would be the pistol’s weak link, I was unusually hard on the
pair, toss[ing] them into the air while full and empty and across the rough sand, gravel
and stone landscape of the shooting range. I even stepped on the magazines. When
examined for wear, I couldn’t find a scratch. There was no damage whatsoever...With
the MC1sc magazines, condition checks and loading were simple because I could instantly see the bright orange follower [for] a quick round count.”
“Fifteen different shooters firing 15 different MC1sc pistols all experienced success.”
“Plenty of dust, jungle runs, scenario-based training and live-fire shoot-house drills
proved to us that Mossberg’s engineers did their homework. Federal’s 124-gran FMJ
and Hornady’s 135-grain Critical Defense loads were on hand for testing. I opted to fire
one type of ammunition on each day while others mixed and matched. Both loads were
more than combat accurate and performed flawlessly.”
“ Well-built, dependable and good ergonomics are encouraging reasons to give the
Mossberg MC1sc an open-minded consideration for your next purchase.”

More Coverage ONLINE
Check out the online reviews and promos for the new MC1sc as well as other product offerings for Mossberg’s Centennial Season, such as the 500/590 Retrograde models and expanded specialty, security, hunting and field models. As this
edition of the NMCA News goes to press, here are a number of postings from Jan/Feb—doubtless others are out there.
https://www.americanrifleman.org/articles/2019/2/18/the-keefe-report-colt-ar-15/
https://www.americanhunter.org/articles/2019/2/12/cool-finds-at-the-great-american-outdoor-show-part-1/
https://www.americanrifleman.org/articles/2019/2/15/exploded-view-mossberg-brownie-pistol/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCKhBEkXJS8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.americanhunter.org/articles/2019/2/9/shot-show-2019-top-4-new-turkey-guns/?
utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=insider&utm_campaign=0219
https://www.americanhunter.org/articles/2019/2/5/12-new-guns-to-see-at-the-2019-great-american-outdoor-show/?
utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=insider&utm_campaign=0219
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/alternative/2019/3661109.html
https://www.outdoorsrambler.com/single-post/2019/02/07/Mossbergs-First-Handgun-in-100-Plus-Years-is-a-Nice-AffordableSubcompact-in-9mm

We urge you to read these featured articles, both in the hard copy publications and online and see for yourself what
Mossberg has to offer in their new MC1sc. Then head to your dealer to get one of your own!
Two more magazine format reviews give cover
placement to the MC1sc:
Gun Digest Presents Concealed Carry 2019
(right)
Combat Handguns (far right) May-June 2019
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MOSSBERG MSC1sc SUBCOMPACT 9 MM MODEL VARIATIONS
ITEM

CAPACITY

BARREL/RECEIVER FINISH

SIGHTS

OVERALL
LENGTH

FRAME/FINISH

APPROX
WEIGHT

MSRP

89001

6+1

3.4 INCHES

WHITE

6.45 IN

GLASS-REINFORCED POLYMER

19 OZ

$421

7+1

STAINLESS STEEL

3-DOT

6.45 IN

GLASS -REINFORCED POLYMER

19 OZ

$421

DLC
89002

6+1

3.4 INCHES

WHITE

7+1

STAINLESS STEEL

3-DOT

REVERSIBLE CROSS –BOLT

DLC
89003

SAFETY

6+1

3.4 INCHES

TRUGLO

7+1

STAINLESS STEEL

TRITIUM PRO

6.45 IN

GLASS-REINFORCED POLYMER

19 OZ

$526

6.45 IN

GLASS-REINFORCED POLYMER

19 OZ

$514

6.45 IN

GLASS-REINFORCED POLYMER
TITANIUM NITRIDE & CERAKOTE
SMALL PARTS

19 OZ

$686

DLC
89004

6+1

3.4 INCHES

7+1

STAINLESS STEEL
DLC

89005

VIRIDIAN ESERIES RED
LASER/
WHITE 3-DOT

6+1

3.4 INCHES

WHITE

7+1

STAINLESS STEEL

3-DOT

TITANIUM NITRIDE BARREL
&GUIDE ROD
POLISHED DLC SLIDE W/ 24 KT
GOLD PLATING

MC1sc CENTENNIAL LIMITED EDITION
MSRP $686
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In addition to the MC1sc pistol, Mossberg also expanded the specialty and security line to commemorate the Centennial, with
a throwback to the “old school” look of the MILSPEC wood stocked shotgun models of the 70s and 80s. Mossberg announced the introduction of the Retrograde Series of pump-action shotguns; the 500® Persuader® Retrograde and 590A1™
Retrograde: two of the two most iconic police and military pump-action shotguns, built to today’s standards, but with the
retro look and feel of a walnut stock and matching corncob forend.

590A1 RETROGRADE
MSRP $902

Mossberg 500 Persuader Retrograde (50429) – Available with an 18.5-inch (6-Shot) cylinder bore barrel; topped with single front brass bead sight; blued metal finish; and full-length walnut stock and corncob forend. MSRP: $504
Mossberg 590A1 Retrograde (51665) – Built to MIL-SPEC standards, this 9-Shot 590A1 has a 20-inch heavy-walled, cylinder bore barrel complete with a heat shield, bayonet lug and Ghost Ring sights. This retro model also has a Parkerized finish;
metal trigger assembly; metal safety button; and wears a full-length walnut stock and corncob forend. MSRP: $902
Mossberg has boldly embraced both the new and the old as they celebrate 100 years in 2019. As America’s oldest familyowned and family operated firearms firm, we believe they continue to offer More Gun for the Money at every turn. As the
NMCA News continues its course throughout this year, we will continue to look at the “Best of Each Decade” 1919-2019.
Last issue highlighted the best of 1919-1928 with the Brownie Pistol and the slide action Models K, S and M. This issue, we
pick up in 1929 with the best of the Depression era and pre-WWII models See pages 12-13.

V.H/C/H

In Memoriam
This quarter, we were saddened to learn of the loss of three long-time members of the NMCA. Our condolences to the
family and friends of these members noted below. If we receive notice that a member has passed we will be sure to recognize them in a future issue of NMCA News. Rest in Peace.
Robert Hanson, Overland Park, Kansas
Billy Hicks, Stillwater, OK
Chuck McGraw, Woodland WA
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Best of 1929-1939

In our continuing series to recap the “Best Of” each decade in the first 100 Years at OFM, we turn to the Depression
Era and pre-WWII decade. Things get more difficult now, as Mossberg’s production expanded rapidly during these
years, producing more than 50 models and variations, rifles and shotguns, scopes and sights—how do you pick a winner from among the lot? These are also the models that many of us grew up with—Pop’s or Granddad’s old .22 or bolt
action .410 gave us fond memories. We may still have these in our collections, or are on the hunt to replace one that
“got away” years back. Your favorites may doubtless be different than ours!

Winner: The Model L
Mossberg’s Model L debuted in 1929, just months before the stock market crash that Fall, and it looks nothing like
any other Mossberg made before or since—a single shot lever action with a falling-block action and a unique takedown barrel. The Model L is one of the most graceful and appealing models made by Mossberg, featuring a 24”
barrel, walnut pistol-grip stock with crescent-shaped buttplate and full beavertail forearm, ivory bead front sight
and open sporting barrel sight. Sources pin the number of rifles produced at 3,000-5,000 made from 1929-1932,
and this includes those made for Wards and the hardware house brands. They sold for $7.65. Although not plentiful in number, they are much sought after by the collector, and value ranges $450-$1500 based on overall condition. A rarer Model L variant called the L-1 was advertised in the 1932 catalog only—a special target version with
Lyman 2A tang sight , hooded 17-A front sight with removable inserts sling and swivels It retailed for $17.50.
We still haven’t see one!

Author’s Model L features custom engraved receiver, Model 6
scope in a No 7 mount with added custom sunshade
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Honorable Mention - Models 35 and 46
By 1935, Mossberg was ready to move out of the arena of what some called “boy’s rifles” into a full size bull barrel target model, and their parallel inventiveness in scope and sight development allowed them to put all of this into one package. The Model 35 single shot target model and Model 46 repeater were designed to feature Mossberg's improved and
patented No 4 peep sight, patented No 6 scope and break-away mount. Both the model 35 and 46 featured stocks crafted
to NRA specifications, target grade walnut with cheek piece and beavertail forearms. Standard sights were the 1A hooded ramp, No 4 micro-click peep sight (no longer needing to buy these from Lyman, Mossberg could keep costs down,
but if you wanted the 17A, you could buy one for an extra $2). Both models were drilled and tapped for the No 6 scope
and mount, available separately. The Model 35 retailed at $10; the Model 46 repeater retailed at $12.45 for the standard
model, and $12.95 if you ordered the heavier target stock similar to the Model 35). Both of these pre-master action rifles
are great finds and desirable for any collection . They bring $250-$450 based on overall condition

Model 35 with No 6 scope, 1A
front and No 4 peep sight above
Inset No 4 peep with 4A aperture

Model 46 with 1A front and No 4 peep w/4A
aperture. No 6 dovetail base ready for scope

Spot-Shot Scope
The Model A (and later Model A(a) “Spotshot” spotting scope debuted in 1935, and deserves consideration because they made more than
50,000 of these well into the 1960s. The Spotshot featured 20X magnification, a 38 mm objective end and 10 mm eye-piece lens contained
in an overall tube finished with a black crinkle paint, lens caps and
serial number on the Model A. The scope was shipped in a yellow
and blue cardboard cylinder with aluminum cap. Scope stands themselves are harder to locate, and the rare leather case is another needle
in the collectors haystack. Prices vary from $40-$100 for the scope,
$75-$125 for the stand and $10-$50 for the shipping tube. No one has
sold enough of the leather cases to get a fix on value for one of those.
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Mossberg Novelty Pistol
by Terry Ware
under the Unique name. There is plenty of info
online also, but most is conflicting.
I have had the experience of holding one in my
hands several years ago during my peek of collecting vintage Mossberg’s, serial number was around
#204 I believe. I “oohed and aahed” over it for a
while, and at the same time was probably drooling
some. It was a hard decision for me to leave it at
the store then, but I just couldn’t justify spending
that much money on any one item that was questionable in my mind.
Now several years into the future, I happen to run
across one online as I was just passing the time.
Which is kind of rare for me to do. I questioned
the seller about it and asked for more photos of it.
As with both the old one and new one, they were
bolt mislabeled as Shatuck Unique Palm Pistols. I
did not tell either of the sellers about the incorrect
info. I actually emailed Cheryl about it in the beginning and she confirmed what I thought, that it
was in fact a Mossberg Novelty Pistol.

Finally a few days later, the seller sent me one
photo of the action broken open showing the serial
#49 and barrel chamber. This firearm was clean,
both inside and out. I then proceeded with the purchase of the Novelty Pistol. I do not buy much
online, just love to feel and look at the items I purchase. After a few days of emails, we came to an
agreement and set everything in motion.

Where do we start on this relic, well most are not even aware
that it existed or ever seen one in person. The Mossberg club
book has plenty of info available for the ones who would like to
learn a little more about it. Here is a brief history lesson on them.

It only took a few days for it to arrive, but I was
sweating bullets during the wait. I have never
spent this much on any one firearm. After I got it
home I opened it up to inspect the internals and to
my surprise it looked as if it just left the barn/shed
that Mossberg made them in so many years ago.
Even the side plates have the serial # scribed in
them. Everything functioned perfect; I believe this
one was stored away for a very long time for the
condition it is in as you will see in the photos.

It was patented in 1906 by Oscar Mossberg, who produced an
estimated 500 pistols from 1907-1909. Then Mossberg sold the
rights to Shattuck who continued to produce them until 1915

I have yet to fire it, debating if I should? This is
probably one of my top five prized possessions as
of now.
T.W.
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An Interesting Model 26B
by Bill Bell
My latest Model 26B must have some history. I have never seen a front sight with that many aperture style posts. Nor
have I seen one with a “G” stamped on the action opening. There is a “W’ stamped under the barrel which I have seen
before and believe it to be the mark of an inspector. The weighted stock I have seen also on other models. My 35B is
also weighted. I did add the #4 peep to this 26B as I had a spare. A front sight hood will not fit on as the posts are too big
and it jumps off when pushed on.
Pictured are most of my model 26 rifles and the B26M was previously featured in the newsletter.

The top one is a 26B with M4C scope and #4 peep. Second is the 26B subject of this article, 3rd, and 4th are 26Cs and
the bottom is the B26M
The front sight has 3 different sized aperture
style posts and a single flat post. The flat post
is short, which may indicate a broken off aperture. The rifle originally had a peep sight as
indicated by marks and missing screws, I have
not yet taken the front sight off to check it out.
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Interesting to have the “G” stamped in the ejection port of the action opening. I assume that to be a mark of a gunsmith that
worked on this firearm?

This weight system I have seen in other Mossbergs, as well as the weight in the butt end.
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Quick range report: Weather was chilly, damp, calm but sunny. Set up at 30 yards, shooting off the bench and rests.
Ammo is Win 555 bulk pack. Scope and stand is the Mossberg Spot-Shot.

The 26B functioned great but the sights need adjustment. May get to that later in the week.
The open sight group is about an inch and the peep sight group is about 3/4 of inch. Still not bad for an interesting old
Mossberg, these old eyes, and bulk ammo. The sun shining on the target did make it hard to get a constant sight picture.
B.B.
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Note: This service is free of charge for all NMCA members. Photographs received in conjunction with ad copy will be
run on a space-available basis. Please be sure to observe all federal, state and local regulations when transacting business.
Please be sure that sellers and purchasers comply with NICS or other approved standards for the state in which you are
conducting business. Use NRA standards when grading items wanted, for sale or trade.
Large qty of Mossberg Parts. Jeff Lee, Lee’s Gun Parts, 3401 W. Pioneer, Suite 2, Irving TX 75061 972-790-0773 Tues
-Thurs.
For Sale - Collection of long time NMCA member. Still have several 51M, 151M, 42M, S42M, S51M, 300 series Carbines and more. Several variations available. I also have old catalogs, parts books and instruction sheets. More info available upon request. Email grfram@hotmail.com for more info.
Wanted: Maverick 91 complete shotguns , barrels and parts New or used. Please send list, photos as available and
your bottom line price. Rocky at info@SonnyGlassmanFirearmsLLC.com. Fax: 310.388.5432
Custom No 3 peep sights are back available. They come complete and ready to mount.
All sights are test-fitted on one of my personal rifles, yet still possible that some minor
fitting may be required—mainly referring to the depth of threads on the thumb screw to
clear the bolt channel. I do this as a hobby, I am not a business. It also helps support
my addiction to the older Mossbergs. Please contact me by email and I will respond as
soon as possible. Price is $100 shipped in the US. Others please contact me for info
and/or questions. Thanks, Terry t.ware@cox.net

Collection of approx. 80 Mossberg & Westernfield 22 rifles for sale. Would like to sell 50 to one buyer, and if interested,
I will provide a place to stay if you come a long way to look at them. Price is $200 each. Many have peep sights and
vintage scopes on some, and will provide vintage leather straps to rifles if they have the swivels. List is as follows: will
not ship rifles they must be picked up at my location in Kettle River MN Contact Bruce at 218-273-4524 or email bcoleman39@frontier.com
22 rifles
2-142A T-bolts

11-44 US (3 US Property-marked)

1-142K

1-151K

1-B46B

1-353K

3-352K

2-352KB

1-352KC

1-44B

2-144LSB

1-377

5-46M

3-46B

5-152

1-351

1-45A w/peep

1-46MB

1-342 w/peep

3-146B

1-320BB

1-S45B

1-402

1-340KB

1-350K

1-346KA

1-146BA

2-S45A one w/peep

1-240K

1-140K

1-26B

2-42M

1-46B(a)

1-151MC

2-51M

1-WF93M-390A

1-WF 93M-390B

2-WF 36D

1-WF 14M-495B

1-WF 04431

1-WF 895 w/scope
Shotguns

1-12 ga

5-410 bore

1-16 ga

1-20 ga
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Items for sale Richard Churchill 860-896-1826 richjen66@att.net
800M

.243 Nice shooter 80% $700.00

800M

.308 Nice shooter 90% $800.00

640M

.22 Magnum good condition 75% $ 450.00

472PCA American Indian Commemorative with box $ 650.00
479RR

Roy Rogers with nonmatching box 650.00

51MB

80% needs peep and swivels $300.00

42M

80% no sights no swivels $ 225.00

46MB
90% all complete $ 275.00
742 BDL 90% Remington 3006 Simmons Scope, Swivels 450.00

640, 144, and 353 firing pins...$10.00 (each)
#102, 107 barrel sight, and #106 front sights $ 55.00 each
#4 peep sight $85.00. Upgrade to 4A aperture add $40.00
4A apertures $65.00
S-100 , S130 peep sights $85.00 each
Bolts , Magazines , Small parts Call or email with your Needs
Model 500 12-gauge slug gun...rifle sights, rifled barrel, factory
drilled and tapped for scope mount also 28Inch Vent rib BBl..99%...$350.00
Other scopes available including #6 with mounting base,
standard Range Finders, Spiegel's scopes
Colt Diamondback Target grips new on card 40.00
M1 Garand Parts trigger group, op rods, and stocks

Mossberg prototype choke tube case pink 45.00
50s vintage Mossberg box good /very good shape 65.00
*Prices do not include shipping Firearms shipped to Licensees ONLY*
WANTED: LOOKING FOR PEDERSEN CUSTOM SHOTGUNS, RIFLES
OLD AMERICAN SXS SHOTGUNS, FOX, PARKER, LC SMITH
Richard Churchill 860-896-1826 richjen66@att.net

Wanted: Original canvas sling for Mossberg 152. Bob Dick, rbrt36@comcast.net, 978-251-3167
New Resource for our Canadian members!
As you may know, it is a tough job to get replacement parts shipped from the US to Canada, further complicated by the
fact that rifle parts are regulated by the US Dept of State, and shotgun parts are regulated by the US Dept of Commerce.
Thresholds have changed in terms of dollar value of orders allowed, and items such as frames, receivers and barrels can
pose more obstacles as they are considered “essential” components with their own rules for shipping. Valid export licenses and certifications are expensive, and as soon as you think you know the rules, something changes. As a result, most
parts dealers just don’t ship to Canada .
I would urge you to check out Borderview International, who will facilitate proper shipment and forward freight handling of both complete firearms and parts to Canada. The are located in Washington state, and can be contacted at
www.borderview.com or 877-947-4867.
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PARTS DEPARTMENT: BUY-SELL-TRADE
Mossberg Model 190KB original bluing, like new, barrel is ported with C-Lect choke….the stock has been refinished and it
does have an after-market extra soft recoil pad $280 Eric Fox 937-603-2154 This is a business phone so if busy, just leave
a message. Photos below.
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PARTS DEPARTMENT: BUY-SELL-TRADE
For Sale Vic Havlin, 636-937-6401 vic@havlinsales.com
Model 352KA .22 LR semi-auto w/ 10 round replacement magazine, black fold down forend, factory swivels, early factory S134 sporting barrel sight (the one that attaches with two screw holes), S133 front sight, excellent condition $150
Model 380 semi-auto .22 LR tube fed through butt stock, rifle looks new, excellent-plus bluing and interesting curly maple stock, factory sights intact. $175
New Haven Model 480 .22 LR semi-auto tube fed through butt stock, excellent condition, factory sights intact $150
Model 346KB bolt action tube fed, .22 S-L-LR, overall very good, factory sights intact, excellent bluing, birch stock has a
couple minor dings, white butttplate spacer under buttplate $150
PMA1-P 22 LR with pistol grip stock, factory black painted wood, 10 round replacement mag. Bluing very-goodexcellent, stock is fair, shows spots where the black paint is nicked—would refinish well $135

Wards 15A .410 bolt action shotgun, crosses over to the Mossberg Model 83, built in 3-round mag, chambered for 2-1/2”
and 3”shells, 1936 vintage $135
Mossberg 402 Palomino Carbine lever action 22, excellent bluing, very good stock—has been repaired at the fork tang
but is solid and well done. $195
Mossberg 142A .22 S-L-LR circa 1955 with black fold down forend, replacement 10 round mag, original khaki sling, factory S108 peep sight with replacement aperture, factory S109 battle sight, overall very good $235.
Shipping is $25 per long gun to FFL dealer in your state Photos available upon request.
Vic Havlin 636-937-6401 vic@havlinsales.com

Mossberg Model L advertising from 1932 catalog
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NMCA RESOURCES
NMCA Board of Directors
Victor Havlin……….……………..President
Cheryl Havlin……..VP/Editor NMCA News
George R Fram……………...…….Secretary
Steve Eernisse..…………….………Director
Joseph Eisenlauer…………….……Director

Treasurer’s Report

Balance Nov 30…... …....….....….…$5,916.16
Deposits…………………...…........ ..$2,765.00
Expenses……….………….……..….$3,257.50
Balance February 28...………….….. $5,423.66
Back issues $3 by email or $5 hard copy Contact
George Fram at grfram@hotmail.com

Coming soon—expanded website!

Mossberg MC1sc advertising
2019 print and online media

Content of this publication is copyrighted and intended for members of the NMCA only. Text,
photos and graphics may not be reproduced or distributed without permission from the NMCA.

Visit the NMCA website at
www.mossbergcollctors.org and click on Collectors Corner, where we will post various articles
and supplemental material of interest to the membership. Resource and reference material appreciated as we work to bring you More Club for the
Money!

National Mossberg Collectors Association is a trademark of and used under license from O.F. Mossberg
& Sons, Inc., North Haven, Connecticut, USA
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